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Over the past several decade global music industry has recognized the emergence of ‘new’ genre 
called “world music.” The term was first used in the academic milieu. It eventually became popular 
once giant record stores in the United States and Europe such as Virgin Records provided the prod-
ucts with its own section and label. Under label and section of World Music consumers can find 
items such as Latin, African, Asian, Celtic and also Gamelan music. 30 years since the label 
appeared the market share for World Music reaches 10% out of the total music industry which 
amount to approximately US$ 6,5 billion.   

Sensing this newly opened huge market, many countries today have entered the race in the arena 
of world music by organizing world music festivals and expos in their countries. Central to this 
development is the formation of WORLD MUSIC, ARTS AND DANCE (WOMAD) and WORLD MUSIC 
EXPO (WOMEX) in Europe.

These festivals and expos have demonstrated that this planet is tremendously rich with world 
musical resources. From east to the west, our world has shown highly diverse indigenous musical 
resources. This diversity has developed through the encounter of various cultures and religions for 
thousands of years. Today the development of world music has opened a new musical horizon in 
the third millennium. Based on this fact, world music practitioners need to take a strong position 
in the global music scene.

Indonesia is the fourth most populated country as well as the largest Islamic country in the world. 
For thousands of years Indonesia has been the crossroad of civilization coming from the west to 
the east and vice versa. As a result, this cultural encounter has created an incredible fast amount 
of musical resources with immense diversity across Indonesia. 

For this reason, we plan to set up a platform of world music market called INDONESIA MUSIC EXPO 
(IMEX) in the Paradise Island of Bali where peoples from across the globe can come and discover 
Indonesia’s world musical resources for their own needs. IMEX aims to be the counterpart of 
WOMAD and WOMEX in Europe albeit, for the time being, focusing on Indonesian music only.  

Due to the current global corona virus outbreak, we plan to do IMEX online first through various 
social media devices such as IMEX website, YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, etc. The live event 
itself will be held in July 1-4, 2021 in Ubud, Bali.
On this occasion, I would like to invite all of you to watch the live-taping and live-streaming show-
cases of top Indonesian world music groups from October 11-18 through the aforementioned 
social media platforms. These groups have been performed in many world music festivals around 
the world and received good acceptance by the world music lovers worldwide.

Please see the attached performance schedule of Road to IMEX 2021.

Introduction

TOWARD MUSIC OF THE NEW MILLENNIUM



S U M A T R A :

1. RAFLI KANDE
Kande is a world music group from Aceh led by Rafli. The 
group has performed in many international world music 
festivals such as Rainforest World Music Festival in 
Serawak. With his superb vocal quality Rafli always 
managed to hypnotize thousands of his audience in 
every festival. (October 14)

2. SUARASAMA
Suarasama is a world music group from Medan, North 
Sumatra led by ethnomusicologist, Irwansyah Harahap. 
Suarasama has developed their music based on the 
tradition of Indian Sufi music. Supported by excellent 
female vocalist-ethnomusicologist, Rita Hutajulu, 
Suarasama manages to offer an enticing modern 
Indonesian vocal sufi music. The group has also been 
performed in many international world music festivals. 
(October 13)

3. RIAU RHTYHM
Riau Rhythm is a hybrid world music group from Riau 
Province, in the coastal of West Sumatra. The group has 
also performed in many International world music 
festivals. Based on typical coastal music in that area 
called Melayu, the group manages to make their music 
highly appealing to their audience. (October 16)

JAWA:

6. SAMBASUNDA
Sambasunda is an internationally-known Sundanese 
world music group from Bandung led by Ismet Ruchi-
mat. Their music borrows a lot from a popular 
Sundanese jaipongan-dance music.  This group manages 
to turn Sundanese jaipongan dance music from local 
into international dance music. Their performances in 
many international music festivals always well received 
by audience, especially those who like to dance. (Octo-
ber 12)
 
7. KUA ETNIKA
Kua Etnika is Yogyakarya-based prominent Indonesian 
world music group led by the late Djaduk Ferianto, a 
highly talented self-taught musician. Their music is 
highly dynamic and progressive. The group has also 
performed in many prestigious international world 
music festivals in Asia and Europe. Lately, Kua Etnika 
incorporated jazz elements into their music. (October 
13)

5. NITA AARTSEN & STRING OF THE WORLD
Nita Aartsen is an internationally-known Indonesian 
singer & Latin jazz pianist. Her music blends Latin jazz 
and regional songs. Aartsen has performed across the 
globe representing Indonesia. Recently, she was 
appointed as band leader of String of the World in India 
consisting of many string players of various instruments 
from Asia and Europe. (October 18) 

BALI :

8. BONA ALIT
Bona Alit is a internationally-known Balinese world 
music group led by highly talented musician-instrument 
maker, Gung Alit. Their music is heavily based on the 
dynamic Balinese traditional music. Yet Bona Alit also 
incorporates musical ideas and instruments from West-
ern music. Many of their albums such as Kisi-Kisi have 
been well received in Bali and beyond. Bona Alit has also 
performed extensively abroad. (October 18)

9. AYU LAKSMI & SVARA SEMESTA
Ayu Laksmi is Indonesian prominent singer and song 
writer of world music. Svara Semesta is founded and led 
by Ayu Laksmi. Their music is a well-blended of Indone-
sian traditional and Western music. By far their album 
SVARA SEMESTA is the best world music album in 
Indonesia. Ayu’s live performance with Svara Semesta 
has always been theatrical as she is currently also known 
as an actor of many Indonesian movies. (October 17)

J A K A R T A :

4. IWAN FALS & INO ENSEMBLE
Indonesian National Orchestra (INO) consists of 35 
pieces Indonesian indigenous instruments led by Franki 
Raden, composer-ethnomusicologist. INO was founded 
in 2010 and has performed in various cities in Indonesia 
and Australia. The music is based on various regional 
Indonesia music yet Franki has recomposed the music 
entirely in the style of 20th century music. On this 
occasion, INO will only employ its small formation called 
INO Ensemble and will feature IWAN FALS, Indonesian 
most popular singer- songwriter. INO Ensemble has 
performed extensively in many prestigious local and 
international world music festivals such as Jeonju 
International Sori Festival (Korea) and Sharq Taronalari 
(Uzbekistan). (October 11) 

Line Up for Road to IMEX 2020 
Live Streaming Showcases 
& Talkshow



10. JEGOG SUAR AGUNG
Jegog is a traditional bamboo music ensemble known as 
one of the most unique Balinese music. Their low 
register bamboo instruments create an incomparable 
mystical sound. Jegog Suar Agung is a group of Jegog 
music based in Jembrana, North of Bali founded and led 
by the late I Wayan Suwentra. They’re one of the most 
popular Balinese traditional groups in the world. (Octo-
ber 12)

11. KUNOKINI
KunoKini is a highly progressive world music group led 
by Bhismo “NoizeKilla” KunoKini and Astari “Bebi 
KunoKini” Achiel. Their music blends nicely various 
indigenous music and reggae. KunoKini is quite popular 
ethnic indie music group in the country. They especially 
appeal to younger generation because the lyrics of their 
songs address social issues in critical way. KunoKini has 
also performed extensively abroad. (October 15)

MALUKU

15. HAWAIIAN TELUK AMBON
Hawaiian music has become long musical tradition of 
Ambonese people. Although the genre came from 
outside Ambon, the content of the songs represents the 
uniqueness social life of Ambonese coastal people. 
Hawaiian Teluk Ambon is one of the most popular 
Hawaiian groups in Ambon led by Sammy Zeth Tentua. 
(October 15)

SULAWESI:

12. DADENDATE
Dadendate is an ancient musical form of story-telling 
from mythical Kingdom of Sindue in Donggala, Central 
Sulawesi. This music can run very long depending on the 
subject of their story telling. Dadendate consists of one 
or two gambus (small indigenous lute) instruments, one 
bamboo flute and two male and female vocalists/story-
tellers. However, the blending of their vocal melodic line 
and instrument creates one of the most beautiful music 
in the world in its simplicity. (October 11)

NUSA TENGGARA TIMUR:

13. MARINUZ KEVIN x VJ BEATS
Marinuz Kevin (hip hop artist from Kupang, East Nusa 
Tenggara) x VJ Beats (music producer) collaboration 
started from their concern about the lack of literacy of 
NTT folk songs. Apart from exploring folksongs for their 
musical compositions, the duo has also composed 
several songs of their own and has frequently 
performed in international music events organized by 
LOKASWARA. The collaboration between this millennial 
duo from NTT has also produced an album in EDM 
genre. (October 17)

KALIMANTAN:

14. TINGKILAN KOTA RAJA
Tingkilan is an indigenous musical genre similar to 
kroncong that has evolved from Portuguese fado 
brought to Indonesia in the 16th century. Each regional 
kroncong has incorporated local musical ingredients 
into it. Tingkilan is a kroncong genre from East Kaliman-
tan (Borneo). In this region the specific instruments of 
kroncong such as Cello, Ukelele and Guitar have been 
combined with traditional instruments such as gambus 
(lute). Tingkilan Kota Raja is based in Tenggarong, Kutai 
Regency and led by Bayu Anugraha, the cello player. 
(October 16)

Contact: 

Email: info@IndonesianMusicExpo.com
Mobile: +62 822 6618 4647
www.IndonesianMusicExpo.com

Live Streaming Channel:

Indonesian Music Expo

Lokaswara Project


